


The sun warms, turquoise waves lap the beach, a 
soft breeze blows....

For some, Ibiza is a heaven on earth. A place where 
everything seems possible, where everything seems 
different.  Life is lived with a sensation full of liberty 
and magic.  A unique style of life.

A place that doesn’t seem to belong entirely in this 
world, and yet is completely real....  At night, the city 
of Ibiza, with its imposing walls, seems enchanted.  
The lights of the port illuminate the starry night.  A 
place of incredibly pure beauty and lightheartedness. 

INSPIRINGLY DIFFERENT...



WE humaNS ThINk 
ThaT haPPINESS 
IS oNLY FouND IN 
PaRaDISE, buT ThE 
aNGELS kNoW ThaT 
IT IS hERE…....oN 
EaRTh...
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A short plane ride separates Ibiza, a fascinating, 
incomparable and stimulating place, from the rest 
of Europe. Only 100 kilometres from the Spanish 
mainland, the third of the Balearic islands by size is 
the perfect place to be. 

Ibiza is an uplifting experience.  Many people visit for 
a few days and end up staying forever.  The secret?  
More than living in what looks like a beautiful film 
setting, you also get inspired anew  every day.  Is 
it the light?  The aroma?  This feeling so particular 
to Ibiza, which has never failed to fascinate people 

from all over the world?   The best way is to discover 
it for yourself.

A place which sparkles, wild and primeval, yet 
distinguished and sophisticated at the same time. 
Throughout the island you find nature in its original 
state, showing off its true beauty.  A place full of 
character, surprising and original.  Anyone who has 
ever seen, cocktail in hand, their wandering reflec-
tion in the sparkling waters, will never get Ibiza out 
of their mind.

PaRaDISE cLoSE bY...



ThE oNLY WaY To GET RID oF a 
TEmPTaTIoN IS To YIELD To IT.
oScaR WILDE 
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ThE SPELL oF FREEDom
The island has always held a mysterious charm. Dis-
covered in the 1970’s by hippies, artists and creative 
types from around the world, Ibiza today offers the 
essence of an uninhibited, luxury lifestyle.  An air 
of freedom and adventure is always present on the 
island, a paradise for those who enjoy the beautiful 
life.  An incomparable place that captures the hearts 
all those who visit.

The Mediterranean aromas of Bougainvillea and wild 
flowers stimulate the senses. All over the island pine 
forests spread like a soft, exuberant, green carpet, 
in perfect contrast to the sea’s numerous sparkling 
tones of blue.  Small picture-perfect coves, and long, 
fine, sandy beaches always manage to capture our 
imaginations, as if seen for the first time. A heaven-
ly place, with all that you need on earth to feel at 
home.
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Ibiza is like a painting that shines with the most 
beautiful colours, forever bathed in the soft, medi-
terranean light and its multitude of tones.  More than 
320 days of sunshine a year, and 60 beaches, create 
the perfect setting for surrendering to a feeling of 
eternal summer, free of worries.

Long stretches of beach, like the marvellous Platja 
d’en Bossa, alternate between rugged cliffs and 
spectacular rock formations.  In the Ses Salines 
natural park you find a mystical place full of charm 

and beauty.  You see the flamingos wading peaceful-
ly in the water as though they were alone on earth, 
their radiant pink feathers in almost surreal contrast 
to the sea’s blues.

The mountainous forests of the interior, with their 
romantic, wild valleys, or the Es Vedrà natural park, 
are all enchanting places to discover and explore.

LIkE a PaINTING ... 
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“haPPINESS IS TImE DuRING WhIch WE 
FoRGET ThE PaSSING oF TImE.”
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Sports lovers will feel at home in Ibiza.  The water 
temperature varies between 18 and 26 degrees, 
offering the best conditions and a variety of pos-
sibilities.  Water sports fans, whether interested in 
sailing, surfing, water skiing, kayaking, or deep-sea 
fishing, will find perfect conditions on the island, 
and an abundance of fantastic possibilities.

But there is much more to Ibiza than its beautiful 
blue sea. The facilities of Ibiza Golf Club, with is 18 
and 9-hole courses, offer a relaxing atmosphere for 
enjoying the tranquility of the island with a round of 
golf.

The interior of the island is full of fantastic mountain 
bike tracks and trails for all levels of ability.  There 
are also hiking and jogging paths through virgin 
countryside, and idyllic places  where you can con-
template traditional village life and explore historical 
ruins. Anyone who climbs the 475 metres of Sa 
Talaia will be rewarded with a particularly beautiful 
view of the island.

IbIza GETS You GoING...
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“The White Angel” is located only a few minutes 
walk from the Marina Botafoch, the perfect mooring 
for yachts. There is exciting and varied sailing to be 
had between Ibiza and the neighbouring island For-
mentera, which lets you experience the island from a 
completely different perspective. Just drop anchor in 
the crystal blue waters, and contemplate the endless 
vastness of the sea.  

Many of the island’s delightful coves and bays are 
only accessible by boat, so out sailing you often find 
yourself exploring hidden nooks and crannies along 

the shore. You will find many places to drop anchor 
and enjoy the sunset with friends, or as a couple in 
the most romantic of settings. And your own yacht is 
an unbeatable way to explore some of Ibiza’s most 
fashionable spots, such as restaurants with private 
moorings for their customers.  Back in the port, 
sailors will be overwhelmed by the huge variety of 
places to eat along the waterfront promenade.

caST oFF... 
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Ibiza charms you with its culinary delights.  From 
small tapas bars to the fanciest restaurants, dining 
out in Ibiza presents you with a huge choice of 
stimulating variety to satisfy all tastes.  Slow food 
is the norm; fresh fish straight from the sea, home 
grown ingredients, and meat reared in the area.

Typical Ibizan dishes, such as the ‘Bullit de Peix’ 
fish stew, satisfy with their refined ingredients and 
traditional preparation.  You will find renowned, de-
signer restaurants that pamper their customers with 
unbeatable service.  You will also find restaurants 

situated in some of the most beautiful parts of Ibiza: 
on the beachfront, in the shadows of the imposing 
city walls, and in traditional rural homes.

Wine lovers can also enjoy the product of local wi-
neries.  Amongst the red wines especially, you’ll find 
an excellent selection which will enthrall you with 
their extraordinary aromas. Monastrell and Tempra-
nillo are the most important grape varieties used to 
produce Ibizan Country Wine.

PuRE ENJoYmENT... 
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Ibiza is, unquestionably, the favourite island for 
clubbers from around the world, who come to enjoy 
its freedom without limits, and the pure joy of life in 
Ibiza’s endless nights. The best DJ’s from around the 
world provide the soundtrack, and those in the know 
meet every night at a different place: Pacha, Amnesia, 
and Privilege, to name just some of the hot-spots 
that are now world famous. People dance and enjoy 
themselves until the sun comes up, and another new, 
exciting day begins.

Those looking for tranquility, or getting ready for a 
long night out will find the perfect solution in Ibiza’s 
chill-out beach clubs.  Sun loungers, the murmur of 
the sea, and the fluid and sonorous ambience envelo-
pe the visitor in a feeling of summer well being. First 
and foremost one should mention Ibiza’s most famous 
beach club, the legendary Café del Mar, in Sant Anto-
ni. Then there is the Blue Marlin, in Cala Jondal, one 
of the coolest and hippest beach clubs in all Ibiza.

FEEL ThE NIGhT 
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ThE aVERaGE GIVES ThE WoRLD ITS 
SubSTaNcE, ThE ExcEPTIoNaL ITS 
VaLuE. oScaR WILDE  
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aN oaSIS oF DESIGN FoR 
INDIVIDuaLISTS

“The White Angel” creates a splash.  Designed with 
distinction, incorporating delightful details for people 
who love the extraordinary, it is located near the 
port of Marina Botafoch, one of the most exclusive in 
Europe.  Its closeness to the old town, and the world 
famous beaches of D’en Bossa and Figueretas, along 
with its proximity to Ibiza’s top night-spots, makes 
“The White Angel” the new centre of attention on the 
island.  From far away you can see the shining, illu-

minated  apartment building, distinguished by both 
the purity and opulence of its fine lines, and standing 
out from the surrounding buildings.  The highest 
standards, luxury, and a light, Mediterranean touch.
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PRIVacY, PLEaSE
Even the most demanding visitors will be im-
pressed by the uniqueness of this oasis that is 
“The White Angel”.  In total intimacy, of course: 
This privileged lifestyle is reserved exclusively 
for owners and their personal friends.  During the 
morning, enjoy some time relaxing in the swim-
ming pool, later enjoy a cappuccino on the private 
terrace.  Relax in the Lounge Area or enjoy a cool 
drink in the pool bar with friends....  Life is easy!

The apartments and penthouses are distributed on 
six floors of a building full of  warm Mediterrane-
an light, and surrounded by tropical gardens.  An 
oasis in the middle of a vibrant rhythm of life, a 
unique place that delights all the senses.



LIVE LIGhThEaRTEDLY...
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Refined lines that captivate, spacious structures 
with a latin temperament: “The White Angel” offers 
a completely new reference in design and style.  
Avant-garde and innovating, bathed in sunlight with 
a wide facade of windows, the building integrates 
perfectly into distinguished surroundings of the 
Marina Botafoch.

In this luxurious property we call “The White Angel”, 
anyone searching for the extraordinary will find 
what they are looking for.  Boasting generous sizes, 
the apartments amaze with their impressive interior 
designs.  Only the highest quality fittings have been 

used.  A touch of glamour is mixed with elegant 
contemporary style.  The colours are in harmony 
with the warm Ibizan light.  Soft, earthy and blue to-
nes combine to create a fresh, summery atmosphe-
re. All the apartments have open plan kitchens with 
high quality fixtures incorporating the latest tech-
nology.  The bathrooms are luxurious and spacious, 
with the option of an exterior shower in some cases.  
The large terraces offer a private space to enjoy the 
sun or relax during the afternoon with friends. The 
pure joy of being in Ibiza!

DIScoVER NEW WoRLDS
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WELcomE homE...
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The personal well-being of the residents of this 
oasis, “The White Angel”, will be taken care of by a 
concierge who can attend to every need.  A private 
BBQ? A spa appointment? A yacht for rent? The 
concierge will know how to help you unlock the 
secrets of Ibiza.

Anyone who wants to be pampered throughout 
the year has at their disposal personalised service 
packages that include housekeeping services, 
cleaning, and shopping.  Security services guard 
“The White Angel” 24 hours a day.

Of course, owners can also rent out their apart-
ments for short and long periods, as Ibiza is a 
favourite destination for  trend-setters worldwide, 
with their high expectations for first class accom-
modation like “The White Angel”.

Life at “The White Angel” is carefree, with a heaven-
ly simplicity. The planned range of services will 
ensure that owners can enjoy every moment.

LET YouRSELF Go...
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The White Angel is developed by Tworent with 
financing from one of Spain’s leading banks, and 
built by Roca Borras, a reputable builder with many 
years experience building quality homes in Spain.

The White Angel also marks the introduction of 
the Five Element Homes brand of outstanding new 
developments in prime locations on the Spanish 
coast. 

Five Element Homes is guided by five principles 
that are elemental to the brand, which differentiate 
it from other developers, and from the way things 

used to be done:

1. Prime locations
2. High quality construction
3. Value-for-money
4. Outstanding design & functionality
5. Passion for building homes

We are confident you will recognise these five 
elements at “The White Angel” in Ibiza.

All the images used to illustrate The White Angel are generated by computer for illustrative purposes only.
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www.thewhiteangelibiza.com
info@thewhiteangelibiza.com
 
Carrer de B Eivissa Nova, 07800 Eivissa (Ibiza) 


